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Abstract
Smart lighting is an energy efficient lighting device. This includes 
an automatic control which makes an adjustment based on present 
condition of intensity of light or the availability of light from 
a source. Here the light source always ensures a level of light 
intensity from the source. In this paper the authors propose a new 
concept of using Light Emitting Diode (LED)- Light Dependent 
Resistor (LDR) coupling arrangement with the transistor biasing 
system for getting a smart light source. The whole system is 
verified experimentally.
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I. Introduction
Smart Lighting refers to a system that controls the variation of 
light intensity of a lighting system. This Smart Lighting system 
is a self-arranged system which controls the emission of light 
from a source. If the light is increased or decreased by a massive 
fluctuation, the attached system (smart system) instantly opposes 
the cause of increase or decrease of the light from the source and 
maintains a standard level intensity of light of the source [1-2].
Light Emitting Diode (LED) is a well-known optical source, 
at the same time Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is used as a 
good conventional photo-resistor cum photo-detector.  In case of 
a LDR, the photo-resistance decays with the increase of the light 
intensity applied to it. LDR provides a high value of resistance in 
the absence of light and which is in the order of MΩ. But when 
input light intensity increases, the output resistance falls in the 
order of few ohms. By using this scheme here the authors report 
the development of a smart lighting circuit where the intensity of 
LED is dependent upon the action of the photo-resistor (LDR). 
The light from the optical source (LED) is fed back to the LDR 
and thus an opto-electronic self-triggered feedback loop is created 
to obtain a smart light from the optical source. The light intensity 
of LED is maintained at a specific range, even if any reason arises 
to make the intensity fall or rise [ 3-5].

The experimental circuit diagram for the proposed scheme is 
shown in fig. 1.
This is a simple potential divider biasing arrangement of the npn 
transistor. The values of R1, R2 and R3 are properly chosen so 
that the operating points belong to the active region. VCC is the 
supply voltage. A part of the light given by LED is fed back to 
the LDR.

II. Operational System of a LED-LDR Based Smart Light 
System

Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram for the Smart Lighting System by 
Using LED-LDR Coupling Mechanism

From the circuit diagram it is seen that when there is no light, 
LDR has the maximum resistance in the complete darkness. So 
the LED will illuminate then with maximum intensity, but when 
the LED illuminates with a considerable intensity and a part of this 
light falls on the LDR, the resistance of the LDR decreases. Then 
the intensity of the LED will also decrease. When the intensity of 
the LED is decreased, the intensity of the light on the LDR is also 
reduced. So the resistance of the LDR grows up and the intensity 
of the LED increases.  Thus a certain level of intensity of the light 
source i.e., the LED is always maintained. 

III. Theoretical Analysis and Justification
From the circuit diagram we see that the potential difference across 
the LED is
Vi = (Vcc.RLDR)/(R1+ RLDR)    (1)
Where RLDR is the resistance of LDR.
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Thus Vi= R3IE + VBE + h1IE 
Where
h1 = forward bias resistance of LED
IE = emitter current
VBE = base to emitter voltage 
So, IE= (Vi - VBE)/(R3+ h1)    (2)
As the current IE helps to illuminate the LED, the efficiency of 
the LED will be 
η = (eP/hf IE)
or P= η (e/hf) IE     (3)
here 
P= optical output power of the LED
hf = energy of a single photon
A part of this light intensity is fed back to the LDR. Let us consider 
C% of the light intensity, produced by the LED, is fed back to 
the LDR.
So intensity of light fed back to the LDR=
L= C% of P
   = (C/100)P     (4)
From equations (1), (2) & (3) we have,
P= η (e/hf) IE
   = η (e/hf)[ (Vi - VBE)/(R3+ h1)]
 = η (e/hf)[{(Vcc.RLDR)/(R1+ RLDR)- VBE}/(R3+ h1)] (5)
Now we know, RLDR = RdL

-b

Where Rd = dark resistance of LDR 
           L= intensity of light incident on LDR
           b= a certain parameter
putting the value of RLDR in the eqn. (5) we have
P= η (e/hf)[{ (Vcc.RdL

-b)/(R1+ RdL
-b)- VBE}/(R3+ h1)] (6)

or P= η (e/hf)[{ (Vcc)/(1+R1L
b/Rd)-VBE}/(R3+ h1)] (7)

Now from the expression we can observe that –
If P increases, L will also increase, Lb will also increase. This 
minimizes the term [Vcc/ {1+(R1/ Rd) L

b}]. So P decreases. Again 
as P decreases, L decreases and also Lb is reduced. So [Vcc/ {1+(R1/ 
Rd) L

b}] will increase and it makes P larger. 
Thus a certain level of intensity (or optical output power) of the 
light source i.e., the LED is always maintained. 

IV. Experimental Study on the Proposed System:-
The variation of intensity of LED with time is shown in fig. 2 and 
the variation of intensity of LED with the separation between the 
LED and LDR is show in fig. 3.

Fig. 2: Variation of Intensity of LED With Time

Fig. 3: Variation of Intensity of LED With the Separation Between 
LED and LDR

V. Conclusion
The main purpose of the smart lighting system is the maintenance 
of lighting systems to minimize energy wastage. A large amount 
of energy will be saved with this technology. The above proposed 
scheme is a simple and compact example of smart lighting system. 
This smart lighting has been implemented experimentally and 
also justified theoretically. This is very helpful to reduce energy 
usage and cost effectiveness by eliminating over-illumination. 
Therefore for both communication and illumination purpose this 
lighting mechanism can be used successfully. The LDR switch 
can be replaced by P-i-N diode or photodiode to get a high speed 
system.
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